
WIPSEE
We are a collective whose members come from the «  Landes » territory and different

professional, cultural, educational or associative sectors.
 

A common trait unites us: to open new horizons from local to international.
 

WIPSEE is approved by the Social and Solidarity Economy and is attentive to the
"Sustainable Development Goals" (agenda 2030). 

 
WIPSEE is also part of the development of the social bond and the strengthening of

territorial cohesion.
 
 

WEB: WWW.WIPSEE.FR    FK: WIPSEE40   TW: WIPSEE1    INSTG: WIPSEE40 



Resource Center, Advice
WIPSEE has 4 main missions:

Support individual Mobility projects
Support the strategies of openness to Europe and International of the institutions and companies
from the “Landes” to promote local development, the acquisition of skills, the circulation of
information
Help the territorial operators in their steps of set-up and submission of financing files
Inform and train local operators and individuals

1.
2.

3.
4.

with concrete actions:
propose or organize internships, volunteer missions, integration projects...
set up projects for the exchange of young people, adults,
develop civic events, conferences and international seminars,
develop collaborative projects with international partners, make a diagnosis, search for European
funds ...,
advise and train on intercultural, modern languages (French and host country languages) , project
engineering, management of transnational partnerships, European policies...,,
create innovative actions,
...

 
for any type of audience:

a high school student, a student, a teacher, a NEET
a company manager, an employee, a job seeker,
a volunteer, an artist, a parent, an elected member, a sportsman, a retired person
a community, an association, a club, an SME...



Environment
We are located in the Third Place of LaCowo in Pontonx/Adour
3 rue du Pion - Domaine du Pignada - 40465 Pontonx/Adour

https://lacowo-tiers-lieu-pontonx.yo.fr
 

WIPSEE enjoys a welcoming setting in the Landes forest, near the Atlantic Ocean and the Atlantic
Pyrenees, on a land proud of its traditions, its gastronomy and its art of living.

 
Surrounded by dynamic cities such as:

Dax -thermalism and well-being,
Mont de Marsan  - sport and culture, 

Hossegor - surfing and golf, 
Capbreton - fishing port and gastronomy,

 Biscarrosse - capital of the seaplane and water activities,
Mimizan - nature reserve, forest, ocean,

Bordeaux -vineyard and culture,
Bayonne -Label City of Art and History, Ferias

and Pau - history and mountains
 
 
 

WIPSEE has transport attractive features ,with 3 airports and a Paris/Hendaye TGV line as well as a
range of quality accommodation.

https://lacowo-tiers-lieu-pontonx.yo.fr/


Partners
Locally, we work with many local, regional and national institutions such as City Councils,

Communities of Commons, Departmental Council, New Aquitaine Regional Council, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Ecological and Solidarity Transition, Youth Services, Education, Training

and community spaces.
We also work with the economic sectors of agriculture,  forest,  ocean, tourism and surfing, people

care (elderly and early childhood), thermalism,arts and crafts, culture, agri-food...
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contacts
wipsee40@gmail.com

+00 33 (0)6 74 14 83 47
Ready to answer

Séverine Gallais in French and Spanish
Mathilde Dudez in French and English

Internationally, we have a similar network with more than 350 contacts on forty countries and on
different continents.

 
We work together with financial support organisations and programs such as Erasmus+, the

Franco-German Youth Office, European Solidarity Corps, Europe for Citizens, the European Social
Fund...
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